
HOUSE No. 252.

House of Representatives, March 28, 1882.

The Committee on Claims, to whom was referred the peti-
tion of Walter Shanly for reimbursement for loss sustained
by him in the construction of the Hoosac Tunnel, present
the following report:

The claim of the petitioner has been so often before the
Legislature, and has been so much and so widely discussed,
that it is unnecessary now to enter at length into its history.
On the twenty-fourth of December, 1868, Walter and Francis
Shanly entered into the contract with the Commnnwealth,
whereby they undertook to complete the Hoosac Tunnel.
After nearly six years of persistent effort, amid many great
and unexpected difficulties and discouragements, they com-
pleted their contract and accomplished one of the greatest
achievements of modern times. The amount named in the
contract, for which they agreed to do the work, was prompt-
ly paid by an order of the Governor and Council, and the
Legislature of 1875 granted them the further sura of $ 131,000
for certain extra work not included in the contract, and for
certain losses incurred by them in the prosecution of the
work. But there were certain other losses brought to the
attention of the committee of that year, to whom the petition
was referred, pressed upon the committee in argument, and
discussed in their several reports, for which they do not seem
to have been reimbursed. In the prosecution of the enter-
prise they early met with great and unforseen difficulties,
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and were put to very large expense which neither party to
the contract had anticipated, and for much of which neither
party was responsible. The sudden large and constantly in-
creasing flow of water, soon after they began to work west
from the central shaft, necessitating a very large and unex-
pected outlay for pumps and machinery by which to raise it
to the surface, and the rapid increase of the amount which
finally rendered working west from that point impracticable,
had not been anticipated by the parties to the contract or by
the scientific men who had examined the structure of the
mountain. That water had been found near the western side
of the mountain in some considerable quantity was known,
but engineers of reputation and other men of learning and
experience in such matters had given it as their belief that
the great mass of the mountain was made of substantially
dry rock.

Whether or not the state officials whose duty it was to
superintend the work did wisely in so long insisting upon
the contractors going west from the central shaft according
to the letter of the contract, it is evident to a majority of the
Committee that, in consequence of their so insisting, the con-
tractors suffered a large loss which might, by giving more
elasticity to the contract, have been avoided.

The entire loss of the Shanlys on the contract, including
certain extra work performed, was, according to their books,
and verified by their sworn ssatement, $276,495.62. From
this should be deducted the value of the machinery on hand,
which, in their adjustment of accounts in 1875, they valued
at $50,000; and also $5,000 per year, for five years, paid to
each of the Shanlys for services, and charged in the expense
account, amounting to $50,000 more, which leaves as actual
loss $176,495.62. Of this amount they were paid, in 1875,
$131,000, leaving a balance of $45,495.62 still unpaid.

This amount the majority of the Committee think should
be allowed and paid. While it is admitted that the petitioner
has no legal claim upon the State, we feel that, upon those
high equitable and moral grounds which should actuate
everj' right-minded man in his dealings with other men, it
should no longer be withheld.

The data which these contractors had on which to base
their estimate of cost were, like the work to be done, very
much in the dark. What they were to encounter in the
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bowels of the mountain was largely a matter of conjecture,
and the light which science shed upon the question was, as
the event proved, dim and uncertain. All who had gone be-
fore them had totally failed to comprehend the vastness of
the undertaking, or with any accuracy to measure its cost.
The Shanlys came nearer the truth, but came short of it.
They undertook and prosecuted their work with wisdom and
energy, and, notwithstanding the difficulties which opposed
their progress, pressed steadily on till their task was accom-
plished. They sacrificed the property they had at its begin-
ning, and spent five or six of the best years of their lives, for
which they have received nothing, and for which it is not
proposed to compensate them. But for the money they
actually expended while honestly and faithfully endeavoring
to fulfil their obligations to the State, according to all rules
of fair dealing as between man and man, they should be
made whole.

But beyond the actual excess of expenditures over receipts
we do not think the Commonwealth is bound to go in its
efforts to deal justly by the petitioner. After the machinery
was valued by the petitioner at $50,000 in 1875, and a wil-
lingness expressed to take it at that sum, it is claimed that
by reason of the financial embarrassments of the years which
followed a further loss of $34,000 was sustained; but this
loss we do not think the State should bear. It did not own
the machinery, and had no control of it. Nor was the Com-
monwealth responsible for the badness of the times any more
than these contractors. This part of the petitioner’s claim,
therefore, as well as the $50,000 paid to themselves for ser-
vices and charged to expenses, above referred to, we think
should be disallowed.

A majority of the Committee therefore report the accom-
panying resolve.

DAVID W. TUCKER,
Of the Senate.

SUMNER ALBEE,
THOMAS McCULLOUGH,
GEORGE E. CRAIG,
HIRAM KNIGHT,
ALBERT SARGENT,
WILLIAM F. COURTNEY,

Of the House.
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Resolved, That there be allowed and paid out of the treas-
ury of the Commonwealth to Walter Shanly the sum of
forty-five thousand four hundred and ninety-five dollars and
sixty-two cents, in reimbursement of the actual excess of
expenditures over receipts, and in full payment and settle-
ment of all claims and demands whatsoever of Walter Shanly
and Francis Shanly on account of or in any way growing
out of the construction of the Hoosac Tunnel.

Commomocaltf) of ittassacljusetts.

In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Eighty-two.

RESOLVE

In favor of Walter Shanly.
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A Minority of the Committee on Claims, to whom
WAS REFEREED THE PETITION OF WALTER SIIANLY
foe Additional Compensation for Labor on the
Hoosac Tunnel, make the following Statement:

Me. Walter Shanly, in his petition to the Legislature of
this year, asks to he paid the sum of f 129,000 for loss sus-
tained by him in the construction of the Uoosac Tunnel in
consequence of an unexpected flow of water at the west
heading from the central shaft.

He claims that after he knew, and the State engineer
ought to have known, that to continue work at that point
must be at great expense, if not to the endangering the
success of the whole enterprise, they required him to continue
work, under threat of non-payment of the estimates, until
he incurred this great loss, when he finally took the responsi-
bility to suspend work at that heading until such time as
the water could be drained off through the easterly portion
of the tunnel.

In a word, this is the claim as it comes to this Legislature.
The history of this Hoosac Tunnel enterprise, as recorded in
the rocks of the Hoosac mountain and in the legislative
documents from 1825, when the commissioners thought the
tunnel could be made for less than a million dollars, down to
the last recorded claim against the Commonwealth, is some-
thing too formidable to more than glance at, as the wonder-
ful perseverance manifested at the tunnel is only equalled by
the persistence manifested in presenting claims at the State
House. We shall attempt to give but a brief outline of the
history of this enterprise, and the Messrs. Shanly’s connec-
tion therewith. Their case is all in print, and the records
are accessible.

Condition of the Work when the Contract was made with the
Messrs. Shanly.

The Governor and Council advertised for proposals to
finish the Hoosac Tunnel, Sept. 1, 1868. A careful and full
statement was made of what remained to be done to fully
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complete the work. After the vicissitudes incidental to the
experimental period of such a gigantic work, we find at that
date the condition of things about as follows:

At the east end the tunnel was finished, for a distance of
about two thousand five hundred feet, and the mountain
was penetrated to the distance of five thousand two hundred
and eighty-two feet; the central shaft had reached a depth
of five hundred and eighty-three feet. At the west side of
the mountain there was a shaft sunk to the depth of three
hundred and eighteen feet, and they had penetrated the
mountain about one thousand six hundred feet. They had
been stopped in their work a number of times at the west
side of the mountain by tire flow of water; at one time the
tunnel filling nearly full before they could procure pumps
with capacity to remove it. Nov. 22, 1867, the engineer
reports that there must have been one thousand gallons per
minute flow of water into the tunnel at the west end for a
short time.

There was some work done, after these' figures were given
before signing the contract, but this was substantially the
condition of things when the Messrs. Shauly commenced
work, or, as stated by Gov. Washburn, the mountain had
been penetrated nine thousand three hundred and forty-one
feet.

The Contract and the Bids for the same.
In response to the advertisement by the Governor and

Council there were twelve bids by different parties desirous
of contracting for the completion of the tunnel. Five only
came within the limit prescribed by chap. 383 of the Acts of
1868, as modified by chap. 350 of the same year, which
limited the executive to the sum of 14,750,000, within which
they were authorized to contract for the completion of the
work. The lowest bid was $4,027,780; the highest of the
five was $4,690,650. The Messrs. Shauly! s bid was the third
in amount, and was $4,594,268. The experience of tire State
with contractors, in constructing the tunnel thus far, had been
such that the Legislature in 1868, by the acts they passed,
evidently intended that the next contract made should be
for the completion of the whole work, and that they would
hold the officials of the State accountable for its faithful
execution.
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The advertised conditions made it difficult to make the
contract, as it required a half-million bond for the com-
pletion and faithful performance of the work. It was finally
modified to conform to the circumstances of the Shanlys,
and they agreed to perform a half-million dollars’ worth of
work before receiving any money, and then they were to
receive eighty per cent as the work progressed ; and, in
the words of the agreement, “it being the intention of the
parties hereto that the Commonwealth shall make no pay-
ment which will at any time reduce its security from the
reserved fund of twenty per cent, and from its guaranty
fund aforesaid, below the sum of $500,000.” And it was a
part of the contract that there should be a million dollars
due the contractors out of the gross sum when the work
was finished. The contract required the tunnel to be com-
pleted on or before March 1, 1874; but in consideration of
the“/ear ” that something unexpected might arise in the pro-
gress of the work between the central shaft and the west end
of the tunnel to make it impossible to preserve the prescribed
rate of progress, the Governor and Council are authorized to
extend the time in their discretion, but not to delay the work
beyond six months after the first day of March, 1874. The
trouble feared occurred, and the time was extended, and the
trouble at that point is the foundation of the claim to-day.
The contract may be found in full in Senate Doc. 150, of the
year 1875, p. 270.

The Settlement with the Governor and Council.
On Dec. 22, 1874, the Messrs. Shanly presented their ac-

count for settlement. They had been relieved by chap. 365
of the acts of 1874 from completing the tunnel, and the
Legislature appropriated $300,000 to finish the work and put
the ,tunnel in safe condition, and for the completion of the
central drain.

The Messrs. Shanly showed on final settlement that the
State owed them on contract $456,014.82, instead of one
million that the contract required should be in the treasury
on the completion of the work. In addition to the amount
called for by the contract, an itemized bill for extras was
presented, aggregating $70,404,58, for the Governor and
Council to act upon, and another bill to submit to the Legis-
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lature to be equitably considered, amounting to 182,977.50.
After considering in detail the account, the Governor and
Council allowed $27,115.47, leaving unpaid in both claims
$126,200.50. They took the following receipt:

“We, W. and F. Slianly, contractors for tire completion of the Hoosac
Tunnel, hereby acknowledge to have received payment of the Common-
wealth for the balance due upon our contract with the Commonwealth, after
making certain deductions on account of railroad track not laid, etc., the
same being in full settlement of all claims against the Commonwealth, ex-
cept certain equitable claims for which we propose to ask relief from the
Legislature. And in pursuance hereof we have surrendered to the Common-
wealth the tunnel, and all property in our hands belonging to the Common-
wealth.”

Signed, and money paid Dec. 23, 1874.

Application to the Legislature for Unallowed Claims.
In accordance with the settlement with the Governor and

Council, the Messrs. Shanly the following month petitioned
the Legislature for further remuneration. Governor Gaston,
informing the Legislature of the settlement with the Messrs.
Shanly, said: “The whole amount of the claim which they
intend to present is, as I have been informed, about 126,-
000.” They presented with their petition the itemized bill,
with two changes: one item for alterations on compressors,
of $1,205.45, was left out; and one item of interest, in the
bill of one month before for $25,000, was raised to $Bl,-
620.40, which left the bill as presented to the Legislature of
1875 as follows :

1. Enlarging the tunnel first eight hundred
feet from eastern end .... $3,582 20

2. Grading embankment at east end .
. 3,511 18

3. Making central drain, 5,017 feet . . 8,694 28
4. Expenses because of destruction of Haupt

tunnel 2,700 00
5. Removing loose rock after tunnel had been

trimmed .
. . . . 22,246 00

6. Clearing out Farran arch .... 1,350 00
7. Errors in original measurement . . . 21,977 50
8. Damages arising out ofstorm of Oct. 4,1869, 18,000 00
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9. Loss of interest before and since Sept. 1 to
Dec. 22, 1874 $lB,OOO 00

10. Interest paid State on advances from draw-
back ....... 81,620 40

$181,681 51

Of this account Mr. Walter Shanly says, in his sworn tes-
timony, “We do not put the interest account in as a claim,
but ask it as a favor ” (Senate Doc., 150, of 1875, p. 50, also
p. 51). “We do not ask anything at all as a matter ofright,
after item No. 6 ; we ask the rest only as matters of generous
consideration on the part of the State, not as matters of right
at all.”

In thier petition of 1875 the Messrs. Shanly mention as the
heaviest loss they met with in the construction of the tunnel
as having occurred in contending with the water in the central
shaft, and the unreasonable action of the State engineers;
and add, “Your petitioners would respectfully suggest that,
in consideration of the above facts, interest might be allowed
them upon drawback retained from moneys earned by them
in the progress of the work; ” and add, “ Interest on all
drawback, calculated at five per cent, would amount to about
$85,000, which, if allowed, would put your petitioners about
square as regards receipts and expenditures.” This interest
was asked for as an offset, or in “ consideration ” of the
trouble from water in the central shaft in 1875; and after the
interest was paid, as is claimed, the same water trouble in the
central shaft comes here this year in its own name. The
records of the hearings of that year furnish sufficient evidence
and argument to make a volume by itself, setting forth the
hardships of this water trouble in the central shaft. The
interest claimed is asked as a “ favor.” Which claim did the
committee of that year recognize and recommend the pay-
ment of in their resolve in favor of the Messrs. Shanly ?

One has but to consult the three reports made, after the
exhaustive hearing of that year, to be convinced that not a
member on that committee entertained the idea of paying a
cent of the interest account as such, — that the petitioners
only asked as a “favor ” before a committee on claims, and no
one would have been betrayed into such a thought only from
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the fact that the sum voted by the Legislature agreed so
nearly with the tabulated account presented in the petition.

The majority, in their report, do not refer to the interest
account, but base their report upon “work done, not contem-
plated,” the troubles from the “distruction of the Haupt
tunnel,” for “extra grading,” the “great flow of ivater west-
ward from the central shaft,” the “imperative orders from
the State authorities,” “ the great storm of Oct. 4, 1869,”
and the “removal of rock outside of the contract line,” and
they reported a resolve for $112,000.

The minority, in their report, mention as the basis for their
resolve for $226,495 that that was the sum they thought the
contractors lost. About half of the report is taken up in re-
viewing the hardships from this water trouble at the central
shaft, and the other items mentioned are the “ making of the
tunnel larger than the contract required,” “ error in original
measurement of tunnel rock,” “ damages arising out of the
storm,” and the faithful manner in which they performed
their work.

The third report, made by one member of the committee,
takes up the items of the account separately, and discusses
them, and allows items one, two, three, four, six, and eight,
and he is the only member of the committee that notices the
interest account, and he disposes of it in these words: “ I see
no ground or principle, legal or equitable, for allowing the
items nine and ten for interest.” He reported a resolve for
$87,837.61. If we average these three reports from this
committee, we have about the amount the Governor told the
Legislature they were to be asked for.

With these three reports before us, we may ask what did
the Legislature do in 1875 ? They paid the Messrs. Shanly
$131,000. What did they pay this sum for? No man can
believe that they paid the $85,000 of interest asked for in
their petition, that they only asked as a “favor ” from the
State. If there was any one grievance of the contractors
that was considered by that committee and liquidated by the
action of the Legislature that year it was this one of damage
from water, the same grievance upon which the petitioner
bases his claim at the present time.

There is every reason to believe that the petitioners of 1875
considered it so at that time, from the fact that they petitioned
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the Legislature the next year for compensation for making the
tunnel larger than the contract required, and never men-
tioned this claim. Why not ? Because they knew thatit had
been considered and passed upon. Every claim tabulated or
suggested by the Messrs. Shanly as against the State for con-
struction of the Hoosac Tunnel was carefully and thoroughly
considered in 1875, and the Legislature gave them $131,000,
making the amount received by them over and above the
contract price for which they had agreed to complete the
tunnel $158,150.47.

To sa}r that Mr. Walter Shanly has further claims against
the Commonwealth growing out of the contract to complete
this work is a reflection upon his sincerity in his business
relations with the State, as when we find on the closing page
of that contract to which he affixed his name and seal that the
Governor and Council could not rightfully make the last pay-
ment on the contract, only “upon the adjustment of all
questions growing out of this contract, and the execution
and delivery by the parties of the first part of a release of
all claims and demands upon the Commonwealth growing
out of this contract, then the Commonwealth will pay to the
parties of the first part,” etc.

As we have shown, upon the final settlement, the Messrs.
Shanly presented their claims for extras. The Governor
and Council paid what they thought was right, and allowed,
as indicated by the receipt they took, the contractors to go
to the Legislature for the adjustment of the balance. The
Governor in his message announced what that amount was,
as he had been informed by his predecessor, who had settled
with the parties. The legislative committee went through
an exhaustive hearing, and they were not inclined, after con-
sidering every grievance put forward at that time or since as
a claim or a hardship, to give the contractors what they
asked ; but upon final action by the Legislature it was voted
to pay, not only a sum equal to the full amount asked for at
the final settlement with the Governor and Council, but
$4,733.50 in addition.

Believing that the Governor and Council were just in all
their dealings with the contractors on the Hoosac Tunnel,
and equally so upon their final settlement, and also that the
Legislature of 1875 was generous in the settlement of their
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equitable claims, giving them eleven thousand dollars more
than the majority of the committee recommended, we can
but believe, with every Legislature since that time, that that
settlement should be final; and we recommend that the peti-
tioner have leave to withdraw.

D. B. INGALLS,
ARTHUR W. TUFTS,

Of the Senate.

DAVIS S. PACKARD,
ANDREW W. FELCH,

Of the House.


